Introduction
'What is sexual democracy ? Or rather, what is sexual democratisation ? In fact it's certainly more accurate to think of it as a process. It is the extension of the democratic field, with the growing politicisation of the issues of gender and sexuality that the numerous current public controversies are revealing and encouraging. On one hand, far from being confined to the private sphere, sexual issues are increasingly being subjected to the same political demands as all the other social issues, whether it's work or taxation, immigration or education. The norms of gender and sexuality are the objects of everincreasing examination in the name of the values of freedom and equality (...) On the other hand, since they have turned out to have political stakes, sexual issues now seem less and less natural, yet this is not the only content of the norms called into question in this process. The de-naturalisation of gender and sexuality that go hand in hand with democratisation are also altering the very status of norms, in other words, the way in which they are imposed on us. Far from retaining the status of evidence on which discussion is based, they are up for scrutiny '. Fassin (2006 : 125) French sociologist Eric Fassin's research and publications are in the fields of 'race', gender, and sexuality and their intersections in the USA and France. He is now based at the university of Paris 8-St. Denis, and the EHESS (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Economie et Sciences Sociales), where he is a member of the IRIS research centre (Interdisciplinary Research Institute on Social Issues), after many years at the Ecole Normale Supérieure. Fassin is also a contributing editor of American journal, Public Culture. His public intellectual work covers numerous speaking in contemporary issues, a blog (http://blogs.mediapart.fr/blog/eric-fassin), short articles in very popular outlets (such as television guides, etc.) publications. He is frequently interviewed or quoted in French print and radio media.
His work focuses on racialisation (especially, but not exclusively whiteness, and with a concentration on France and the USA), gender, sexuality, and the intersection of these ideas with nationalisms in today's Europe. That is, he views the multiple and overlapping sets of exclusions and inclusions based on sexuality, 'race', and gender as ways of understanding the new constructions of the nation. His published output includes: L'inversion de la question homosexuelle (2003) So what has his quote on the de-naturalisation of gender and sexualities, got to do with racialisation? What is the place for an interview with him in a special edition of a journal focused on the public sociology of 'race' and ethnicity? The thrust of Fassin's work is to tease out the distinctions between the natural and the social in terms of the political uses to which ideas are put. One of his principal claims is that the field of democracy -in which ideas and practices are in the social world and therefore capable of modification-is expanding at the expense of the "natural" world defined once and for all by nature, God, tradition, or even science. Thus, identities seen as previously in 3 the realm of the natural, such as 'race', gender, and sexuality (and by extension, nationality), are now in the spotlight of the social and political worlds. Those sets of ideas and people who wish to keep such identities totally or partially anchored in the natural world respond with hostility to the expansion of the democratic field.
At the same time, this democratic logic can be instrumentalised: the rhetoric of sexual democracy (equality between the sexes, sexual freedom) has been used recently to draw a line between "us" and "them" (Muslims, immigrants, etc.) . The racialisation of European societies is thus justified in the name of a sexualised 'clash of civilisations'.
From this perspective then, speaking explicitly about racialisation and whiteness, processes and statuses that can be historicised as 'social', rather than natural, elements of the social world that go-without-saying, is part of an agenda aimed at destabilising oppressive ideologies and sets of practices that assert an acceptance of the status quo.
In the French context, the promulgation of the dominant republican values of freedom, equality and brotherhood have in some ways stifled, or glossed over other discussions about social inequalities, and actually constructed the national conversations about immigration and citizenship in a unique way. Indeed, what the interview demonstrates is the enduring significance of national norms in terms of the ways that progressive discourse about oppressive systems and inequality is produced and countered: there is no universal template.
I first met Eric in 2009, when I was a Visiting Professor at Paris-Diderot University, and gave a seminar on his Masters module at the EHESS (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales). When I returned to Paris in September 2010, I interviewed him, in 4 English specifically about his experiences of being a French intellectual working on 'race', gender and sexualities.
The interview format arose as more of a pragmatic, than reflexive methodological choice. I felt he had some things to say that the readership of a special issue on public sociology and 'race' would find interesting from an international comparative. Knowing that Eric was engaged on a number of projects however, it seemed unlikely that we would be able to write a joint article. So the interview became a one-off attempt to focus on his reflections about the overlapping roles of educator, translator of concepts, and publicly active intellectual in the context of discourse about national identity, 'race', gender, ethnicity and sexuality. France provides a different tradition from those of the US and the UK. Public opinion has been less sceptical of such interventions in France, and the media is more open to them. Moreover, published interviews with French intellectuals in a scholarly setting are an accepted format. Foucault for example, gave some between 1977 and 1984 that have appeared in collections and journals, while Baudrillard, Bourdieu and Badiou use or used them as means of presenting and commenting on their work and its relationship to contemporary events. It enables a focus on particular questions without the necessity of introducing topics via literature reviews, or the demand for the level of structure or coherence that a written article would require.
These distinguishing features then are both the advantages and disadvantages of this type of interview.
Interview (18 September 2010)
What is a public intellectual? SG I wonder if you could begin by telling me something about what being a public intellectual means in the French tradition-in the social sciences particularly.
EF Well, the first thing is that in French, people don't use the phrase 'public intellectual'.
The word 'intellectuel' seems to include 'public'; I find this quite remarkable, particularly in contrast to the US. What it says is that the history of the intellectual has to do not just with the profession of intellectual, but also the public role of the intellectual. The term 'intellectual' of course goes back to the Dreyfus affair (1), and it was first used in a negative way, against the "dreyfusards," to dismiss those who used their academic legitimacy to speak out in the public sphere. Then the stigma was reversed by those who claimed to speak as public intellectuals and therefore as intellectuels. At the time, Durkheim himself actually wrote a text on this new figure.
That's the tradition, but there is a culturalist trap in this: we could think, because you're in France, then that's how it works for French academics. In fact, it's more complicated.
Based on my experience, it is indeed possible to play on this legacy, both explicitly and implicitly. This tradition is available. But it doesn't mean that you can take it for granted: most academics are not intellectuels, and conversely, many intellectuels are not academics. Take Bernard-Henri Lévy as an archetypal figure: he is no academic.
Even Elisabeth Badinter, or Alain Finkielkraut: despite their teaching positions, their books have no existence within French academia. These media figures do not rely on academic legitimacy: their public persona is primarily defined by the media (2). However, it is not only because of the emergence of such media intellectuals that many French academics became very wary of the idea of the intellectual. Another reason is that many academics had already compromised their legitimacy, or so it was felt, by identifying with political causes, particularly during the Cold War. Once Marxism no fixed the intellectual horizon, many felt that politics had deprived them of their autonomy. Many academics, even (or perhaps especially) on the left, now felt that science was something that had to be preserved from this political contamination.
At the same time, while the generation that extends from Foucault to Derrida rejected the posture of the universal intellectuel (à la Sartre), they were still the heirs of a tradition.
They tried to develop other ways to be an intellectuel (Foucault's version of the "specific intellectual", whose interventions are grounded in a specific professional competence, is a case in point). Think of Bourdieu's political interventions in the last decade of his life. I believe there is a feeling of responsibility that goes with that tradition.
I have been teaching at the École normale supérieure (where I had been trained in the 1980s) since 1994 (after teaching in the US for 7 years). This institution has a strong historical link with the tradition of the intellectuel -from Durkheim to Bourdieu, including Sartre, Foucault and Derrida (3). That certainly makes it easier to claim a role as a public intellectual, because of this historical imaginary -while trying to remain within the academic (rather than media) definition of the term, even when intervening in the media.
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Different forms of engagement SG While you can have academics and non-academics who can all be intellectuels in the French context, it seems to me that there is some kind of de facto hierarchy, in that some people can access mainstream media much more easily than others.
EF In addition to the distinction between academic intellectuals and media intellectuals, clearly, there is also a difference among academics. Not all play a role as intellectualsfar from it. Indeed, not all want to! This reluctance is sometimes fuelled by a perception that the media misrepresent or trivialize serious academic work. Conversely, many journalists feel that academics are generally unable to address a wider audience; they fear that they cannot speak or write as simply as their media requires -and thus tend to favour a few, the "usual suspects" of intellectual life. The level of public exposure does not reflect an academic hierarchy -nor does it reverse it. All kinds of social factors play a role (including residence: the privilege of Parisians is perhaps the most important!).
The place devoted to intellectuals in the media varies considerably: I feel that while it has receded on television, and while a left-of-centre mainstream magazine like Le Nouvel Observateur does not play the intellectual role it did in the 1970s, the importance of Now, back to your question: do such public interventions have an impact -how, and on whom? It's hard to tell -the risk is either to overestimate, or to underestimate this impact (or both!). Of course, I don't think that interviews or op-eds change the world.
However, I believe that they may provide a vocabulary for those who want to change it.
I have seen this on all the issues I have engaged with as a public intellectual: people can appropriate what you say, the words you use, the arguments, the examples. Politics is about defining the terms of an issue. Public interventions help introduce new termsnew ways of thinking about this. When I write in Libération about "blanchité"
(whiteness), I believe it helps disseminate this term which is new in French. The fact that it's unfamiliar makes readers stop and think. We saw that with "race" after the publication of our collective volume on the "racial question": the word becomes a tool, a weapon that others can appropriate. Now, there is always a risk of misunderstanding, which explains why many colleagues are reluctant to engage in public discussions. But perhaps it is best to address this risk through more interventions. And misunderstandings also happen within academia. For example, when sociologist Hugues Lagrange's essay on the "denial of cultures" was published in September 2010 (6), I was shocked that the press assumed a convergence between his argument about culture and the ones Didier and I had earlier developed about race. But I then realized that Lagrange himself referred to our book in the first pages of his own. Our critiques of his essay, in the press (Libération, Le Monde, Mediapart, etc.), thus helped correct the record before we had a chance to do so in academic journals. This Republican version crystallized in 1989, in the first affaire du foulard (headscarf controversy). On the one hand, this polemic was a symptom of the racialisation of France: religion had already become a way to talk, not only about immigrants, but also about their descendants, and it concerned schools. On the other hand, the reaction was colour-blind universalism, with a liberal distinction between public and private spheres.
Religion, just like gender, sexuality, or race, was to remain a private matter.
This Republican tradition that (allegedly) defined the French nation stood in stark contrast to "America". This figure, in French public discourse, then functioned as a mirror:
"America", according to French Republicans, was a fragmented, ghettoized nation, torn apart by identity politics -whether in terms of gender, sexuality, or race. The controversy about "political correctness" was imported into France by people like anti-
Marxist historian François Furet and other proponents of the republican model in order 12
to fuel French fears of the "tyranny of minorities" that Americanization allegedly entailed.
But this import changed the nature of the issue: while in the U.S., this polemic divided people into at least two groups, in France, it was nationalized -with "us" (French universalists) and "them" (American differentialists (1984, 1987, 1992) ; it was considered a foreign notion -an American one. This is why it is not surprising that "race" should have returned, at least in academic circles, via scholars who have (also) worked on the Frenchman, was thus to be exposed to a suspicion of national betrayal.
But we have to be careful not to get trapped in such culturalism. We should not mistake this rhetoric of the nation for its true logic. We must not assume that France is inherently "Republican," which is what Republicans would like us to believe. Otherwise, things
could not change -whereas they do. At the end of the 1990s, the Republican rhetoric was running out of steam, though at first not so much on racial, but rather on sexual issues -with the public debates on PaCS (and beyond, same-sex marriage and queer families) and, in parallel, on parité (a law on the equal participation of men and women in politics). Both controversies framed sexual politics in universalistic terms -equality.
Thus, they proved that minority politics need not be identity politics. The alternative between "universalism" and "differentialism", French Republicanism and American This climate made it possible for someone like Didier, my brother, who had focused on issues of immigration, to shift to questions of race (i.e. not so much foreigners, but French citizens); and for myself, who had been working on race, but mostly in the context of the United States to apply these reflections to France: the unthinkable was becoming "good to think" (Fassin, 1999) .
Just before the riots, we organized two conferences -the first on "races and racism" (at ENS, in February 2005), and the second on "racial discrimination and affirmative action" (at EHESS, in October 2005), under the general title "De la question sociale à la question raciale?" which became the title of our collective volume a year later. I am not trying to suggest that we were prescient, but rather that the ground had already shifted -though it remained to be understood. And the other way around, the riots helped the reception of our book: many could feel that it was time to find ways to talk about race.
A personal memory: when Didier and I discussed the title, we ummed and aahed, and finally decided not to have scare quotes around the word racial; it was still a shocking, or at least a suspect term. At the time, it was not an easy decision; but when the book was published, it soon became obvious that it made more sense, precisely in the context of the question we were raising: "From social to racial issues?" Or: "From class to race?"
The vocabulary had changed: before 2005, it was difficult to talk about race without being accused of racism. It was not appropriate to talk about "Noirs"; the English word "Black" served as a euphemism, as it seemed to have only cultural connotations. All of a sudden, the Black movement meant that it became possible to talk about Blacks ("Noirs"), not from a racist, but from an antiracist point of view.
This new racial language had been prepared by discussions about so-called "visible minorities". However, it is true that it focused on Blacks, rather than Maghrebins: this, I
think, reveals the shift from the paradigm of immigration to the paradigm of race. But the collapse of "colour-blindness" is not just about Blacks. Whites also appear in 2005 -with a newspaper article, followed by a manifesto against "anti-White racism"! The new racial language helps confront this new reality -a France in black and white.
Anti-racisms
The emergence of this new racial paradigm was anything but consensual -even or especially among anti-racists. It actually revealed a major split between two versions of antiracism. The first developed in the 1980s, against the background of a rising National
Front. Among antiracists, the dividing line was then between multiculturalist recognition of difference, and Republican universalism.
But the rapid shift in the position of the association SOS-Racisme -from the former to the latter-also shows that this opposition relied on shared assumptions: the problem, for
antiracists, was not race; it was racism, and fighting racism meant fighting racists. On the one hand, this implied that racism was primarily an ideology; on the other hand, it was just an illusion: get rid of racism, and there is no such thing as race.
Starting at the end of the 1990s, the terms of the discussion shift; the problem is not just racist ideas any longer; it is also racial discrimination. The problem is not just the National Front; it's French society. It is structural, rather than ideological; systemic, rather than individual. This has consequences not just on the representation of racism, but also of race. For anti-racists in the 1980s, the victims of racism were not supposed to be "different", as race had no meaning -except for racists.
In the 2000s, race was rehabilitated by the new anti-racism. Think of the Black movement:
for the CRAN, who is Black? Someone who is treated by society as a Black person.
Blacks are not a group defined by a common culture, or a common origin. What Blacks have in common is the experience of racial discrimination as Blacks. It is not just a political starting point: it defines an identity. Race is not just an illusion; systemic discrimination contributes to the definition of racialised subjects. Underneath, we're all the same. But we cannot pretend we all have the same experiences; and these experiences matter. They define our subjectivities.
This tension between two paradigms is, I think, what explains, the intensity of the controversy among anti-racist concerning so-called "racial statistics" (9): establishing racial categories is seen as a racist gesture by those who adhere to the older paradigm (ie. that races do not exist), and as an anti-racist strategy by those who are sympathetic to the more recent paradigm (ie. subjects are already racialised).
Public Responses to Public Interventions
SG So when you go out, I'm particularly interested in public meetings for example, and you address these types of issues, what types of response do you get from the audience? EF It depends! That's the easy but accurate answer. Simply put, it's certainly not impossible to talk about 'race' in France today, but it's not comfortable. And that may be a good thing after all: in the US, there is a risk that race may be taken for granted, and thus not questioned. It is safer that it should remain problematic: we have to think about this category as we use it. The French context may thus be helpful, in a paradoxical way. I expect a priori suspicion: is he a racist? Or at least is he fuelling racism? This prevents me from the peril of feeling comfortable when talking about race...
Making frequent public interventions has forced me to adapt, and take into account the reactions I have encountered. For example, Didier insisted on using the term 'racialisation' rather than 'race', and I've come to agree with him: it helps avoid certain misunderstandings: saying 'racialisation' helps people understand that it's not a rehabilitation of race in a racist sense. For the same reason, I'm generally careful to insist on "whiteness", rather than "Whites". It is a way to avoid the risk of implying the existence of a substance behind the substantive. Language matters.
I do believe that if you're careful, you can be heard -otherwise, of course, I would not try.
For example, the distinction I have insisted on between "minorities", defined by the experience of discrimination, and "communities", defined by a common culture or origin, has been adopted by many -within academia, and outside as well. Again, part of our job is to provide concepts -i.e. a language with which to work -both for social scientists and for activists.
How do people feel when I talk about race (or racialisation)? There are age differences (younger generations are less reluctant); political differences (the most resistance generally comes from the left); but also... racial differences. To put it simply, Blacks are the most likely to embrace the language of race -much more easily than
Maghrebins. Probably most Blacks feel that they cannot escape race, whereas Arabs or Berbers still hope to. And conversely, the former may think that they can use this language in a way that will benefit them, while the latter, based on their experience, do not believe it: hence perhaps the fact that there is no Maghrebin equivalent of the
CRAN.
The most hostility I have encountered comes from Whites. My interpretation is simple:
whereas non-Whites have always known that they were exposed to racism and racial discrimination, and thus have always known that they were racialised subjects, the privilege of whiteness is that you can ignore that racialisation is not just about "them"
(racialised others), but also about "us". This is why I insist on talking about whiteness. I hope to dispel the illusion that the rising significance of race in France only affects others.
Responses within the Academy This, I think, is important: the refusal to repatriate these racial categories can be understood as a sign of the personal costs involved in naming race, for all concerned -including, if not especially, Whites, who lose the luxury of ignoring their own position in a racialised society. I would add that there is another dimension specific to social scientists. As academics, it is tempting to entertain the illusion that we embody disembodied positions, that we are the voice of universal reason, and thus refuse the idea that knowledge is inevitably situated. This is true of academics, just as it is of intellectuels. We fancy ourselves, in Karl Mannheim's words, as "free-floating", above the social world even as we study it. This privilege is what we lose when it is revealed as an illusion by discussions of race -and more generally of minority issues (including gender and sexuality). Renouncing colour-blindness means renouncing the blindness to one's own position in a racialised society.
'Race' and Sexualities: common and distinguishing features of public engagement SG So do you think there are some common points with the work that you do on gender and sexuality? When you reflect on it, what are the differences and similarities in the ways that you address these as public issues?
EF Indeed, there are similarities. First, the chronology I just sketched about racial issues overlaps with that of sexual issues. 1989 is a turning point, not just for race, but also for sex: after all, the recurrent 'veil controversies' that started up have to do with the racialisation of immigrants through the prism of gender. Republican rhetoric relegates both sex and race to the private sphere, in order to define the political subject of citizenship, in universalistic terms, as an abstract individual. In this discursive regime, race was taboo -but gender was also presented as alien to our national culture, and thus untranslatable: the word remained in English (gender, not 'genre'), to denounce it as an Americanism. Republicans feared that the politicization of race, gender, and sexuality, all contributed to a fragmentation of the nation.
The parallel continues in the late 1990s: the new politics of PaCS and parité helped introduce the new politics of race, sexual minorities leading the way for racial minorities. But parallels eventually crossed, or even clashed, as the arguments about national singularity, if not exceptionalism, dissolved, giving way to new ones about democracy:
after 9/11, Ronald Inglehart and Pippa Norris (2003) argued that the "true clash of civilisations", first announced a decade earlier by Samuel Huntington, was sexual.
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The experience of the late 1990s first led me to formulate a concept that has become central in my work: sexual democracy. What I then had to take into account, in the 2000s, was the instrumentalization of sexual democracy in the rhetoric of the (sexual) "clash of civilisations".
Sexual Democracy SG Before you expand on this, could you just go into the work that you're doing about homosexuality, and 'sexual democracy', a little bit more -for those who don't know your work?
EF I was involved both politically and academically in the debates on PaCS, which were at least as much about same-sex marriage and queer families. I tried to understand the debates, and especially the virulent resistance the bill encountered. Many, including on the left, rose in opposition to these new rights. But in contrast to the US, the opponents insisted that they were not homophobic. So, why did they care? They felt that what they called the "anthropological structures" of society were at stake. Hence their defence of the "symbolic order" (a term borrowed from psychoanalysis) as a norm that transcends history and politics. Sexual democracy has thus become a double-edged sword. My work now tries to disentangle this rhetoric from the logic of sexual democracy -i.e. to distinguish between a normative approach, and a critical one. It is this historical conjuncture that we need to understand, and overcome. There is no necessary opposition between racial and sexual politics. On the contrary, I believe (as Colette Guillaumin (1992) Reflections on intervening in discourse on sexuality and 'race' SG So when you speak in public on the sociology of gay marriage for example, are your experiences particularly different from when you do so on 'race'? Is there more or less hostility?
EF Well, there are ups and downs. In 1997, the level of hostility against gay marriage was incredible -and it has become difficult to remember, now that it's no big deal. It was a big deal at the time. By comparison, race seemed easy. Still, ten years later, in 2007, the tensions were very high during the debate on racial statistics -but they have already somewhat abated.
There is another element that differentiates them, and it has to do with whom I am.
Apparently, my sexual orientation does not show on my face. Obviously, race works differently -just like sex: it shows. I have dealt with it in symmetrical fashion: I never
give any indication about my sexual orientation in public; while I often manage to make one reference, however oblique, to my being white (and male). The logic may seem paradoxical: why "come out" as white, and male, given that it's visible? I think that, in the French context, this does break a taboo. The fact that it shows makes it possible never to mention it. It's precisely because color is visible that it's usually not named -and thus made invisible.
These two opposite strategies converge: in both cases, I feel they are the best way to make people uncomfortable -because they don't know who I am (in terms of sexual orientation), or because I say whom I am (in terms of race or gender). This discomfort is not just reserved to my audience; it also puts me in a rather uncomfortable spot. But I tend to think that these issues should never become comfortable for those who address them -at least when they are in my position.
SG And I guess, from my own experience, it enables you to address an audience in a particular way that you couldn't if you were a person of colour.
EF Indeed. Working on minority issues, and not belonging to a minority, generally makes it easier to address "majority" audiences. I am not suspected of representing a particular group (and I have seldom felt that I was rejected as a race -or gender -traitor). As a White male, paradoxically, but logically, it is easier to be heard when you try to make an argument about minorities in universalistic terms. The privilege thus extends even to these issues. I find this true both when I talk about race, and when I talk about gender.
What about "minority" audiences? Allies from majority groups are rare enough that I have usually been welcomed, even more so, I feel, than if I had belonged to these groups.
But while I used to marvel at its relative absence, the logic of identity politics has started gaining ground in the last few years. My sexual orientation, my gender, my colour have become occasional targets. Despite these occurrences, though, I would still argue that, contrary to what many think, on the whole, it is easier to work on minority issues when you don't belong to a minority category. I'm aware that it's not fair, but at least I wish to acknowledge it. My concern is not to feel guilty about it, but to use this privilege as best I can, in a productive way -both intellectually and politically. 
